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The Oral and the Written in Early Islam. By Gregor Schoeler. Translated by Uwe

Vagelpohl, edited and introduced by James E. Montgomery. Routledge Studies in

Middle Eastern Literatures. London: Routledge, 2006. Pp. 248 + viii. £80.00.

This volume comprises a selection of articles which examine the subject of orality and

literacy in the early Islamic tradition. The question of whether scholarship associated

with the traditional sciences of learning was transmitted and preserved orally or

through written sources has significant implications for the whole debate about the

authenticity of the early Islamic literary sources, figuring prominently in academic

attempts to chart the historical features and development of the early Islamic tradition.

The six articles in this volume were originally published in German between the years

of 1981 and 2000, reflecting a sustained engagement with the subject by Gregor

Schoeler. In the preface to this book he makes the point that works published in

German have ‘a virtually imperceptible impact on Anglo-American scholarship’ and

that as a result his ‘research has exerted little impact on the debate conducted within

the tradition’ (p. viii). Despite these remarks, Schoeler’s work has long attracted the

interest of scholars engaged in exploring issues associated with literacy in the early

Islamic tradition. The collective publication and translation of these articles are part of

an effort to introduce his work to a wider readership. The text’s editor, James

Montgomery, who was instrumental in advancing this project, has accordingly

furnished a detailed introduction to this volume in which he outlines the development

of the literary sciences associated with the early Islamic tradition, while also providing

a brief literature review. The introduction also summarises the theoretical thrust of the

arguments which underpin the various articles in this volume. Schoeler has taken the

opportunity of providing addenda to his articles in which criticisms, comments, and

reactions to his work are briefly considered. In addition a glossary of the major terms

and technical phrases which occur in the main body of the articles is included. It is

ambitiously hoped that the work will be accessible to ‘scholars not familiar with

Islamic studies but with an interest in the oral and the written’ (p. 6).

The first article in this volume tackles the subject of the transmission of the sciences in

early Islam, exploring whether the materials which constituted the core of classical

compilations were derived from oral or (pre-classical) written sources. The classical

texts Schoeler was referring to included the Kitāb al-muwaṭṭaʾ of Mālik ibn Anas

(d. 179/796), the Kitāb al-maghāzī of Ibn Isḥāq (d. 150/767), the Ṣaḥīḥ collections

of both al-Bukhārī (d. 256/870) and Muslim (d. 261/875), the Taʾrīkh al-rusul

wa’l-mulūk of al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923), and, even the celebrated Kitāb al-aghānī of

Abū’l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī (d. 356/967). Two renowned scholars, Nabia Abbott and Fuat



Sezgin, had, through their painstaking research, argued that written antecedents had

been in circulation and were utilised by these later sources: Nabia Abbott’s seminal

studies of early Umayyad papyri and manuscript evidence had led her to conclude

that an incremental written tradition had existed;1 while Sezgin outlined a method for

the reconstruction of the supposed ‘written’ materials which he felt served as the

sources of later compilations.2 Schoeler relates that his interest in the whole subject

of transmission was kindled by the various reactions to the publication of Fuat

Sezgin’s Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums in which his method was confidently

outlined (p. 28).3 Interestingly, positivist approaches to the sources were to go on and

dismiss not only the existence of early literary materials, but also the textual integrity

of many of these later works.4 Nevertheless, according to Sezgin, it was possible to

reference these later extant compilations to earlier written antecedents as opposed to

purely oral sources. In his view the biographical tradition’s frequent ascription of

tracts and treatises to luminaries from these very early periods was reliable and it was

entirely reasonable that an exclusively written tradition existed from the time of the

Prophet. In the words of Schoeler, ‘with the work of these two scholars, earlier claims

about a largely oral transmission of the Arabo-Islamic sciences up to the time of the

major compilations seemed to have been laid to rest’. However, he noted that the

steady stream of studies which sought to test Sezgin’s claims showed that putative

texts such as the tafsīr attributed to the exegete Mujāhid (d. 104/722) and the Book of

Raids (Kitāb al-ghārāt) ascribed to Abū Mikhnaf (d. 157/774) were either subsequent

arrangements and recensions or simply citations and extracts found in later works;

these were not original texts in the fixed sense of the word. Schoeler was concerned by

the fact that studies of works extant solely in later divergent versions ‘have uncovered

a high degree of discrepancy between those different versions’, suggesting that

Sezgin’s claims about being able to reconstruct old sources were proving to be

unjustified (p. 29). Even studies of the sources of literary texts such as Abū’l-Faraj’s

Kitāb al-aghānī pointed to the possibility that an oral tradition was the original source

of some of the materials found in these works. This impasse prompted Schoeler to

devise a hypothesis which, on the basis of all the available primary sources, would

help to unravel the intricate mechanisms governing the transmission of knowledge

in the early tradition. This hypothesis was inspired by a statement made by the

nineteenth-century Austrian Arabist Alors Sprenger, who had drawn attention to the

need to ‘distinguish between notes intended as aides-mémoire or lecture notes, and

published books’. It was Schoeler’s belief that the subtle application of the distinction

highlighted by Sprenger would help resolve the issue of whether seminal texts such

as the Ṣaḥīḥ compilations of al-Bukhārī and Muslim; the fiqh literature before the

Muwaṭṭaʾ of Mālik; the historical works of Ibn Isḥāq along with al-Ṭabarī, and the

Kitāb al-aghānī of Abū’l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī were actually preceded by antecedents in

the form of written texts; or whether scholarship before these periods ‘shunned book

and paper’, relying exclusively upon oral modes of transmission.
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Schoeler emphasises that the traditional methods of teaching and instruction in the

early Islamic tradition combined both oral and written processes and that the

dissemination of knowledge was principally pursued through the system of lectures

and conventional teaching practices. Mentors as well as students made use of written

materials, although the overall impression is that these had a largely internal function

within the environment for learning and teaching as students took and shared lecture

notes. The system of lectures accentuated the importance of knowledge being ‘heard’

in terms of a student listening to the lecture of his mentor (or indeed the latter’s

representative). Lecturers may have relied upon written materials when delivering

lectures, although it was also common for mentors to recount details from memory.

This method is referred to as samāʿ (audition); while the terms qirāʾa (recitation) or

ʿarḍ were used to connote a process whereby a student read from written notes or

from memory to his mentor who would then proceed to scrutinise and, where

appropriate, correct his student (p. 30). Schoeler briefly mentions a number of the

other modes of transmission such as wijāda (lit. finding traditions in works) and

kitāba or mukātaba (receiving written traditions), noting that these were considered

less reliable than the former mechanisms of conveying knowledge.5 One only needs to

consult the numerous books on ʿulūm al-ḥadīth in order to gauge some sense of the

sophistication of the modes of transmission refined by early scholarship for the

dissemination of knowledge. Definitions of the types of transmission are meticulously

defined in these works.

It is Schoeler’s view that through the traditional framework for the dissemination

of knowledge not only were scholars revising, refining, and reviewing their ‘notes’

and ‘teachings’ over a period of time, but that numerous students were engaged in

editing and collating the materials of their mentors, leading to the emergence of

variants when such materials were transmitted. Within this milieu, even in instances

where scholars produced fixed and definitive works, although this was not necessarily

the norm, the prevailing processes of transmission meant that different versions

of these materials could often appear: students would produce variant records,

while mentors frequently revised the presentation of their material (pp. 32–3).

Such processes confirmed that both authors and their transmitters played critical

roles in the shaping of written materials, but the essence of Schoeler’s argument is

that both forms of oral and written transmission were essentially complementary

channels used for the preservation and authentication of knowledge. In these

early periods the exclusively written word was never considered an assurance

of authenticity but rather knowledge transmitted through the established lecture

system by methods such as samāʿ and qirāʾa was consistently deemed much

more reliable, and this state of affairs shaped attitudes to the adoption of the written

word as a medium for disseminating knowledge and learning. One might add here

that within the field of Ḥadīth studies scholars were often reported as stressing the
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importance of aḥādīth being acquired from ʿulamāʾ and not solely from written

sources (ṣuḥuf).6 Within a similar context statements such as ‘do not take

knowledge from the ṣuḥufiyyīn’ and ‘a ṣuḥufī should not be allowed to issue edicts

for people, nor should a muṣḥafī teach them readings (qirāʾa)’ would appear

to be aimed at questioning the authority of the autodidact. The understanding

was that knowledge acquired through the traditional lecture systems could be

subjected to additional forms of scrutiny and review supervised by a mentor,

although reports of this nature are undeniably set against a prevalent background

of literacy within the tradition. On a related note Schoeler reasons that Muslim

scholars ‘perhaps even as late as the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries, often

did not give their work a definite, fixed shape’ (p. 33). Written notes and records

were employed, but scholars did not ‘leave behind or edit books in the sense of

final, revised redactions of their material’. The inference is that the idea of a fixed

text was still in its infancy: a rise in the number of works which were given definite

form only occurred in the third Islamic century (p. 34). Variations in presentation,

recording, and indeed transmission likewise had an impact upon the fixed form

of texts.

Schoeler suggests that antecedents which appear to have served the Islamic models for

the transmission of knowledge included the system of authentication practised in

Jewish circles in the Talmudic era; the teaching practices prevalent in the world of late

antiquity; and, most interestingly, the procedures perfected by narrators for the

transmission of poetry in the pre-Islamic era. One of the attractive features of

Schoeler’s hypothesis is that it explains why literary evidence of scholarship from

these earlier periods is so scarce yet the levels of scholarship which one finds in the

extant works are somewhat advanced. In the introduction James Montgomery argues

that Schoeler’s hypothesis has ‘implications for the vexed and controversial issue of

authenticity’ in the context of the early tradition (p. 14). Even Schoeler sees his work

as being more concerned with the issue of authenticity as opposed to the oral and

written character of the transmission of knowledge. However, it is apparent that

‘sceptical’ as opposed to ‘sanguine’ academics could quite easily point out that the

arguments à propos the authenticity of the later extant sources are not specifically

addressed within Schoeler’s treatment, despite its attempt to work with all the

available evidence of the tradition. The reports and anecdotes often referred to by

Schoeler to illustrate the historical reception and redaction of literary texts within the

early tradition, together with biographical reports about scholars and their students, are

invariably derived from late sources. The design of these sources would concern

sceptical scholars who would object that such reports are presenting presupposed and

somewhat contrived images of the past,7 and would argue that much of this material is

the product of salvation history. Therefore, despite presenting a theory for defining the

continuum which binds the oral and the written tradition with the aim of reconciling
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‘diametrically opposed points of view’, the question of the historical value of the

materials is not directly addressed (p. 29).

A parallel in this respect can be seen in the arguments over the emergence of

grammatical terminology within the early Arabic linguistic tradition. Kees Versteegh

attempted to trace its development using texts which were ascribed to earlier

luminaries of Qur’anic exegesis. Questioning the relevance of Versteegh’s

methodology, Andrew Rippin made the point that it was unfeasible to seek to

determine the historical provenance of technical terminology using literature whose

own chronological constitution was open to question.8 Nonetheless, it is reasonable to

argue, as Montgomery does, that Schoeler’s hypothesis is one ‘which will best account

for all the available evidence’ (p. 14), particularly within the context of defining

notions of literacy and orality in early Islam. One senses that Schoeler’s theory is

essentially about how the identification of the established modes and practices for the

dissemination of learning can help review issues such as authenticity and authorship;

the form, content and dissemination of this literature are his primary concern.9

The second chapter in this volume continues with the theme of the transmission of the

traditions of learning in early Islam, although its focal point relates to those disciplines

in which the use of the isnād mechanism is either discarded or less frequent and it is

the linguistic sciences which form the subject of this review. However, before

proceeding, Schoeler underlines some of the characteristics common to the late

traditions of antiquity and the Islamic tradition in the transmission of knowledge. He

remarks that in the late Alexandrian philosophical tradition there were instances in

which written records existing in the form of lecture notes did subsequently emerge as

fixed literary texts; this is despite the fact that such works were never intended for

publication in the fixed sense of the word (p. 46). Indeed, Schoeler does refer to the

view put forward by a number of recent scholars that the ‘exegetical teaching texts of

the Alexandrians are for the most part lecture notes written down later’. One such

example is the lecture notes of Ammonius Saccus (fl. ca 490 AD) on the Metaphysics;

the notes were subsequently collated by Asclepius (fl. 525 AD) and produced under

the title The Commentaries of Asclepius from the Mouth of Ammonius. The critical

distinction provided by the Greek terms hypomnēma (pl. hypomnēmata) and

syngramma (pl. syngrammata) is introduced by Schoeler to illustrate this process of

transmission and its manifestation within Islamic contexts. The former related to

private notes or aides-mémoire used as mnemonic aids in lectures or conversations;

while, the latter term denoted a literary text whose definitive form was intended to be

much more stylistically formal; namely, a fixed text (p. 46). According to Schoeler,

the Tafsīr Warqāʾ ʿan Ibn Abī Najīḥ ʿan Mujāhid can be viewed in a similar vein

(p. 47). Works circulating under the names of students were actually the revised and

even supplemented transmissions of a teacher’s materials which had been originally

presented in lectures. However, it should be said here that this does not preclude
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the possibility that texts intended to be definitive works (syngrammata) were in

circulation at this time. Admittedly, Schoeler doubts whether the late Alexandrian

teaching system placed as much emphasis on samāʿ as its Islamic counterpart;

additionally, its use of asānīd was extremely rudimentary. Nevertheless, it is the idea

of precedents which interests Schoeler, as such basic methods and procedures of

transmission could have been adopted by Muslim scholarship for the dissemination of

knowledge. He muses on the idea that external (Jewish and Hellenistic) as well as

internal (pre-Islamic conventions for the transmission of poetry) influences may have

impacted upon the development of the Islamic teaching system, particularly through

the agency of converts (mawālī), although one suspects that precedents for such

modes of transmission are probably endogenously derived. Sezgin’s Geschichte has

already anchored post-Islamic conventions for the transmission of knowledge to pre-

Islamic antecedents.10

Schoeler asserts that even when texts took on a definitive form (syngramma), such as

the Kitāb of Sībawayhi, it was invariably the case that the medium of qirāʾa was used

to disseminate its contents: namely, the text was read out by a student in the presence

of a mentor. In the case of the Kitāb it was Sībawayhi’s students and friends who

transmitted its contents; majālis (sessions) and ḥalaqāt (scholarly circles) played a key

role in the transmission of knowledge. Schoeler’s line of reasoning is that in the

grammatical tradition, just as in the field of early philology, the works which were

often ascribed to luminaries of the tradition such as al-Aṣmaʿī (d. 213/828), Abū Zayd

al-Anṣārī (d. 215/830), Abū ʿUbayda (d. 207/822) and Abū ʿUbayd ibn Sallām

(d. 224/838) were preserved in the form of written notes or materials recorded by

students and it was through the medium of qirāʾa that they were subsequently

transmitted.

Schoeler records that the convention of supporting an individual ḥadīth by the citation

of an isnād was soon applied to the transmission of whole texts in fields of learning

such as Ḥadīth, fiqh and tafsīr (indeed even lugha and kalām). The practices refined

by the scholars of Ḥadīth and the importance they attached to the trusted methods of

samāʿ and qirāʾa, also left their mark on the procedures adopted for the transmission

of materials within the later medico-philosophical teaching tradition. The debate

between the autodidact Ibn Riḍwān (d. 453/1061) and his Christian nemesis Ibn

Buṭlān (d. 458/1066) on the subject of preferred conventions for learning is used to

highlight the impact of these conventions within associated disciplines. Ibn Buṭlān had

spoken of the value of oral instruction by teachers, contending that it was ‘easier to

understand than something learnt from books’ (p. 58). Ibn Riḍwān had allegedly

written a book suggesting that ‘learning the (medical) art from books is preferable to

that with teachers’ (p. 59).11 In Schoeler’s view this whole episode illustrates the

pervasive influence of the practices defined within the traditional Islamic sciences

upon related fields of learning.
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The third chapter in this work offers an overview of the use and function of writing

and publishing in early Islam. Schoeler accepts that the writing of contracts, letters,

treaties, transactions and sundry records had a pre-Islamic provenance. Such literary

practices and conventions were inevitably continued in the post-Islamic periods.

Schoeler claims that references in the biographical sources suggesting that the written

terms of the truce of Ḥudaybīyya were placed in the Kaʿba are not insignificant,

arguing that such practices have precedents in both antiquity and the Oriental

tradition in which important records and pacts were stored in places deemed revered

(pp. 63–4). In the field of ancient poetry the implication is that the entwining of

oral and written processes was likewise prevalent. In the early periods poetry, which

was intended for oral recitation and dissemination, was not only preserved but it

was additionally customary for its narrators (rāwī, pl. ruwāt) to attempt to improve

and refine the aesthetic qualities of the poems they transmitted. Schoeler does

appear to acknowledge that during these early periods, written records of substantial

poetry collections did exist; however, like some of the so-called ‘books’ in circulation

it is his view that they were intended to serve as aides-mémoire. Similarly, that certain

poets are reported to have frowned upon the use of pen and paper is viewed by

Schoeler as conversely confirming that such practices were widespread (p. 69).

Inherent in these observations is the idea that the transmission of knowledge during

these early periods, whatever the context of the discipline, entailed intricate oral and

written processes, although ‘written’ in such instances often referred to ‘notes’

intended for private use. Even in cases where scholars were commissioned to write

texts such as the historical work of Ibn Isḥāq and the anthology of poems collected by

al-Mufaḍḍal al-Ḍabbī (d. 164/780), the materials in question did not survive in a fixed

and stable format; later scholars had recourse to the works through a network of

intermediate students. In the case of Ibn Isḥāq’s Kitāb al-maghāzī it was transmitted

among generations of students through the system of lectures, although ‘parallel

transmissions which are now available in the extant recensions sometimes differ

substantially’ (p. 71).

Sībawayhi’s Kitāb is recognised by Schoeler as one of the first fixed books of its

kind; its dissemination was possible through the traditional framework of the lecture

system, although the transmission of this text was not dependent upon ‘audited’

sessions alone (p. 72). Schoeler believes that the epistle associated with the Kitāb (its

first seven chapters) was circulated as a separate text. Michael Carter, on the other

hand, claims that there is no proof that such a work was ever circulated independently

of the Kitāb.12 Schoeler attempts to underline the intellectual achievement of the Kitāb

by comparing it with the Maʿānī al-Qurʾān, a grammatical commentary structured

around the text of the Qur’an, ‘authored’ by Sībawayhi’s Kufan contemporary,

al-Farrāʾ (d. 207/822). Schoeler highlights references in the biographical literature

which state that the Maʿānī al-Qurʾān was originally disseminated through the
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traditional system of lectures; this is done in order to draw attention to the exceptional

nature of Sībawayhi’s achievement as the author of a fixed text. Nonetheless, this

should not be used to deflect from the possibility that al-Farrāʾ could also have been

the author of a book in the fixed sense of the word; and one would need to bear in

mind that the maʿānī al-Qurʾān writings belonged to an entirely different genre

namely, the grammatical explication of qirāʾāt and their linguistic justification and

defence: to contrast Sībawayhi’s Kitāb with the Maʿānī al-Qurʾān is not quite

appropriate.13 Still, Schoeler’s principal point is that Sībawayhi’s Kitāb is the first

fixed text of its kind, but it is worth noting that al-Farrāʾ is identified as the author of a

number of other texts and among which is the Kitāb al-ḥudūd, a work that appears to

have been a formal grammatical treatise (syngramma). The text has not survived but

its contents are set out in Ibn al-Nadīm’s Fihrist.14 The text, originally commissioned

by al-Maʾmūn (reg. 198/813–218/833), was revered within the Kufan grammatical

tradition: it is reported that the Kufan al-Thaʿlab (d. 291/904) read al-Farrāʾ’s Kitāb

al-ḥudūd at the age of eighteen and that by the age of twenty-five he had memorised

all of al-Farrāʾ’s literary legacy to the extent that he was able to relate the individual

dicta to their places in the original texts.15 The biographical reports also refer to the

prominence of Salama ibn Āṣim (d. 270/883) as a key transmitter of al-Farrāʾ’s

literary legacy.16 The plethora of works ascribed to luminaries such as al-Farrāʾ and

his mentor al-Kisāʾī (d. 189/804) would seem to indicate that the production of more

formal works in the fixed sense of the word might have an earlier provenance than

implied by Schoeler. Al-Farrāʾ supposedly had recourse to al-Kisāʾī’s written works

and, as mentioned by Kinga Dévényi, he even refers to one of his works in theMaʿānī

al-Qurʾān.17 It seems reasonable to infer that the selected genre in which an author

was writing actually governed the final format of that work: thus texts on orthography

(hijāʾ) and orthographical differences among codices (ikhtilāf al-maṣāḥif) would

presumably be suited to a fixed text format (syngramma). Biographical sources state

that among the works composed by al-Farrāʾ was a text on Ikhtilāf al-maṣāḥif and a

tract entitled al-Maqṣūr wa’l-mamdūd.18 Such forms of writing appear to have an

early provenance within the tradition of linguistic thought, although it is indisputable

that the lecture system played an influential role in the transmission of knowledge.19

And, there are further reports which speak of texts being composed on topics such as

the enumeration of verses in codices.20 One would have expected such texts to have

adopted a syngramma format; thus the suggestion that Sībawayhi’s Kitāb is the first

fixed text is debatable.

Finally, at the end of this chapter (p. 73), Schoeler briefly refers to the composition of

theological epistles and creeds including the Risāla fi’l-qadar ascribed to al-Ḥasan

al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728) and the Kitāb al-irjāʾ said to have been composed by

Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥanafiyya (d. ca 100/718). However, he makes no reference to the

arguments which persist about the authenticity of these texts, with the view being
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advanced that they are the products of pseudepigraphic processes. Joseph van Ess and

Michael Schwarz may have conceded an early date for the epistle, but other scholars

such as John Wansbrough, and more recently Suleiman Mourad, propose a much later

date for the text’s origin.21 However, it is evident that Schoeler is not specifically

concerned with epistolary works, despite the fact that they remain important for

gauging the prevalence of literacy in the early tradition. Moreover, the references in

the biographical sources to these types of works are prolific.

Regarding the text of the Qur’an, Schoeler maintains that its evolution into a fixed

written text ‘anticipated the process leading to literacy as the dominant medium for the

majority of the genuinely Islamic sciences’ (p. 73). He accepts that the idea of the

Qur’an as a proper fixed book was entertained during the Prophet’s lifetime, referring

to its experiencing two forms of publication: official master copies and the oral

versions disseminated by readers, who may well have had recourse to written records.

Schoeler does tend to accentuate the early readers’ association with the oral

publication of the Qur’an, yet, as briefly mentioned above, readers of the Qur’an were

responsible for developing the genres of scholarship associated with adding diacritics

and verse markings to codices; enumerating the number of ayas in codices; even

collating the orthographical differences among authorised codices; and defining

conventions regarding pauses and points of inception in the recitation of the text. Such

forms of scholarship presuppose a physical engagement with the written word as these

readers integrated both written and oral means of preserving the sacred text.

When discussing accounts of the collection of the Qur’an, Schoeler speaks of the

relation between the rāwī and the qāriʾ, as reported by Edmund Beck: the former

recited the poetry of their predecessors, while the latter read the revelation bestowed

on the Prophet. The implication is that poets enjoyed substantial freedom in the

transmission and presentation of poetical materials; likewise, readers (qurrāʾ) may

have felt that a similar license was available to them and this could have resulted in

different transmissions arising among readers regarding the form of the Qur’an text.

Schoeler does mention that such attitudes to the revealed word of God must ‘have

been scandalous’.22 The situation led to ʿUthmān’s intervention and his sanctioning

an official version of the text (p. 76). The view taken here is that this official copy

disrupted the other form of Qur’anic publication (oral recitation) practised by readers

who considered the riwāya bi’l-maʿnā (transmission of the sense of the word) to be

quite valid. Schoeler points to the examples of the popularity of Ibn Masʿūd’s codex

in Kufa, and the practice of one companion, Anas ibn Mālik (d. ca 93/710–11), who

replaced a word in an aya of the Qur’an with its synonym in one reading. Whether

the nature of variance is as acute as suggested by Schoeler is doubtful; furthermore,

the function of the rāwī of poetry cannot serve as an analogue for the activities of the

qurrāʾ; such a comparison evidently fails to appreciate the liturgical value of the

sacred word; this lay at the heart of disagreements concerning lectiones. There must
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have existed a much more precise hierarchical framework of authority used to

determine the authenticity of readings for many of the listed differences among these

readings appear to be altogether slight.

On this last point, John Wansbrough has argued that the nature of variance among the

qirāʾāt was infinitesimal, leading him to deduce that the collection reports were

designed to fortify perceptions of a fixed canon. He stated that the amṣār codices

(metropolitan or indigenous) did not display the ‘differences either among themselves

or from the ʿUthmanic recension which are alleged to have provoked the editorial

measures attributed to the third caliph’.23 He added that codices such as those ascribed

to Ibn Masʿūd were ‘not genuinely independent of the ʿUthmanic recension’. One

might add that despite recognising the minor nature of variance among readings,

Wansbrough’s analysis underestimates the imposing significance of sacra lingua

which would have explained why such concerns about infinitesimal differences were

voiced. On the other hand, Schoeler does reason that despite the imposition of the

virtually fixed ʿUthmānic codex, which had the effect of restricting the vestiges of

freedom readers previously enjoyed, early Qur’an readers continued to exercise

confident license when it came to disputed dialectal forms found in the Qur’anic text.

However, one needs to bear in mind that one is essentially dealing with an opposition

of sorts between readers and aspiring grammarians; and that the former were

essentially adhering to a system of ikhtiyār (the synthesis of readings from an

authenticated pool of sources). Thus the selection of the readings themselves (even the

renowned seven) was predicated upon this hierarchy of precedents. The class of

grammarians had adopted a Procrustean approach to readings, based on their models

of ʿArabiyya. The shift towards the consolidation of readings has its roots in this state

of affairs; it was a way of countering ‘aspiring’ grammarians who had sought to

promote peculiar readings established through reference to rudimentary models of

grammar. Surprisingly, Schoeler makes no mention of the use of the device of iʿtibār

(‘implicit recognition’) employed by early Kufan readers to circumvent consonantal

variants as manifested in the codex of Ibn Masʿūd.24 The device of iʿtibār was an

indispensable tool of an orally based tradition of reading; it would seem to confirm the

immense importance attached to the codices sanctioned by ʿUthmān.

In assessing the historical roots of the discipline of qirāʾa as a genre of writing,

Schoeler comments that scholars such as Bergsträsser, Pretzl and Beck were clearly

aware that references to nusakh and kutub in the early tradition did not imply

published literary books but rather private notes and records. This significant point is

used to highlight one of the conceptual shortcomings of Sezgin’s Geschichte: despite

its achievement, it failed to distinguish between the notion of syngramma and

hypomnēma; nor did it allude to the distinction (p. 79). Schoeler propounds the view

that proper books did not yet exist in the first century and a half of the tradition, but he

does sense that written notes and records were privately employed in these early
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periods. It appears that scholars from the tradition were aware of the distinction

between fixed texts (syngramma) and lecture notes or aides-mémoire (hypomnēma)

and the references to the different forms of writing materials would appear to

substantiate that fact.25

Having assessed Sezgin’s remarks regarding the putative Kitāb fī’l-qirāʾāt ascribed to

both Yaḥyā ibn Yaʿmar and al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, as cited in Ibn ʿAṭiyya’s Muqaddima

and the view that it was ‘the oldest title known to us’, Schoeler explains that ‘we have

so few reports about such a predecessor to Ibn Mujāhid’s book’ (the famous Kitāb

al-sabʿa) (p. 82); in this context Schoeler was trying to assess the possible role of

al-Ḥajjāj (d. 95/714) in the standardisation of the Qur’an. Yet, notwithstanding the

disputes about the historical nature of the so-called Kitāb fī’l-qirāʾāt, it should be

stressed that there are numerous references to compilations of this nature upon which

Ibn Mujāhid’s text appeared to be modelled: Khalaf ibn Hishām al-Bazzār (d. 229/

844), Muḥammad ibn Saʿdān (d. 231/847), Yaḥyā ibn Ādam, Ḥafṣ ibn ʿUmar al-Dūrī

(d. 246/860) and Aḥmad ibn Jubayr (d. 258/872) are mentioned as having composed

treatises collating Qur’anic readings of Kufan, Basran and Ḥijāzī provenance.26

A number of these sources are cited in the Kitāb al-sabʿa, including the Kitāb

al-qirāʾāt of Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim ibn Sallām and the text of al-Wāqidī (d. 207/822).

The issue would be whether such works were syngramma or indeed hypomnēma in

terms of their physical format and intended to serve as aides-mémoire.

Schoeler concludes this article by emphasising the critical point that within the early

Islamic tradition, there was an inherent mistrust of writing; this mistrust was absent in

the Jāhiliyya period (p. 83). The tradition instinctively relied upon oral mechanisms of

authentication; the perception was that writing possessed a contingent value. This

itself is seen as an indication of why testimony in addition to isnād was considered so

important within the religious tradition, bringing into focus the idea that ‘searching’

for early written sources in order to establish the authenticity of the later literature

misreads the reality of opposition to writing. It is shown that within the Greek

philosophical tradition and Judaism similar reservations held sway (pp. 83–4). Thus,

even though writing finally claimed victory as the medium for the transmission of

knowledge in such circles, Islam continued to aspire to the ideal (or the fiction) that

the transmission of knowledge should theoretically remain oral.

The fourth contribution in this work is in fact a review article of Michael Zwettler’s

The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry: Its Character and Implications.

Zwettler’s own work was an attempt to apply a modified version of the Parry/Lord

theory of oral-formulaic composition to pre- and early Islamic poetry. The three

principal features spoken of by exponents of the oral poetry theory included the

formulaic character of poetry; its scarcity of enjambment; and its stereotypical themes.

And it was these features that Zwettler set out to locate (p. 89).27 The Muʿallaqa of
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Imruʾ al-Qays was analysed in order to demonstrate its formulaic character; while

regarding the scarcity of enjambment, the claim was made that the ancient qaṣīda

resembles Homeric poetry and that stereotypical themes could be identified in the

images, motifs and scenes of the ode. Schoeler critically rejects the application of this

theory to the pre- and early Islamic qaṣīda, arguing that it is unfeasible: he remarks

that the idea itself is based on a flawed conceptual grasp of the ancient Arabic qaṣīda,

adding that it incorrectly presupposes that all formulaic poetry is oral (p. 91). The

obvious distinctions in style between ancient poetry and oral-formulaic poetry are not

properly recognised. Furthermore, Schoeler contends that the suggestion that written

texts were structured with a view to oral rendition is also mistaken. Schoeler even

shows that the technique of improvisation, which plays a key role in the theory of

oral-formulaic composition, has an entirely different countenance in the qaṣīda

tradition with its being attested in the production of shorter poems (p. 94). Moreover,

this leads to the recognition that in respect of the great classical poems only in

exceptional instances were they improvised; such poems were seldom the result of

impromptu composition. Schoeler draws attention to a statement in the Kitāb al-bayān

wa’l-tabyīn of al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 255/868–9) in which reference is made to the celebrated

pre-Islamic poets al-Huṭayʾa and Zuhayr ibn Abī Sulmā, who are reported to have

spent a whole year improving their poetic compositions. Intriguingly, one might add

here the fact that ‘paragons of eloquence’ would continually revise a poem (yunaqqiḥ

al-qaṣīda) or speech over the period of a year before venturing further alterations in

the quest to achieve perfection is often highlighted by classical scholarship in order to

accentuate the inimitability of the Qur’anic diction in that its composition was

instantly and matchlessly sublime.28 Further arguments germane to the composition

and structure of the qaṣīda; its narrators, transmitters, and modes of transmission;

plagiarism and authenticity; variations and the role of the rāwī are used to draw

attention to problems inherent in Zwettler’s interpretation of the sources. The article

conclusively demonstrates the unfeasibility of applying the theory of oral-formulaic

composition to the ancient Arabic qaṣīda and the subsequent course taken by the

debates on this issue is explored in the addenda. In this section he comments that

‘since the end of the 1980s, there evolved a broad consensus also in Arabic studies

that attempts by Zwettler and Monroe to apply the Parry/Lord theory to the ancient

Arabic qaṣīda genre have failed’ (p. 105).

The subject of the transmission of Ḥadīth and the debate concerning opposition to the

writing of traditions in early Islam forms the focus of the fifth article included in this

work. Opening with a quotation from Joseph Horovitz, who stated that ‘ḥadīth and

Qur’an relate to each other as oral and written doctrine do in Judaism’ (p. 111),

Schoeler speaks of there originally being animated opposition to this view within the

field of Islamic studies with individuals such as Ignaz Goldziher describing it as being

‘misguided’ and ‘wrong’. It is incidentally noted that both Goldziher and Sprenger
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had spoken of the early existence of written materials not in the sense of fixed texts

but rather as scripts and notes of a private nature.29 Schoeler was of the view that the

analogy between Islam and Judaism referred to by Horovitz was valid, pointing to a

qualified distinction drawn in Judaism between the Bible or (written Torah) and the

Oral Torah. Goldziher had rejected the analogy proposed by Horovitz on the

assumption that oral doctrine in the form of the teachings of the Talmud (Mishnah and

Gemarah) and the accompanying Midrash works were ‘originally transmitted through

the centuries in an exclusively oral tradition’ (p. 112). Schoeler states that this

understanding was mistaken as scholars now accept that there exists plenty of

evidence showing that written records of these ‘oral’ sources had existed in the form

of hypomnēma. Added to this was the fact that there had never been any formally

decreed prohibition against writing down oral doctrine. It was the case that within

Judaism ‘only the Bible was a syngramma’ and that ‘it was supposed to be read out

from the written page and not recited from memory in the synagogue’. Thus, argues

Schoeler, to all intents and purposes the distinctions governing the written format of

the forms of scripture that operated within Judaism (syngramma and hypomnēma)

were replicated in the Islamic tradition as far as the Qur’an and the Ḥadīth were

concerned, confirming that Horovitz’s analogy was apposite (p. 112). Moreover, even

the formalities and procedures taken into account in the transmission of ‘oral doctrine’

were very similar.

Horowitz reasoned that the isnād, which became such a pivotal instrument of

Ḥadīth criticism, was based on a model used within Jewish schools in the Talmudic

period (Amoraean era). Schoeler sees this view as being plausible, highlighting

Gautier Juynboll’s findings which posit that the isnād was introduced during the

second civil war (61/680–73/692) (p. 113).30 It is argued that there would have been

sufficient numbers of converts who were able to promote the use of this device. It

should be noted that James Robson’s study of the isnād suggested a somewhat earlier

date for its inception; his dating would render the influence of converts much less

critical.31 Schoeler believes that parallel developments in both the Jewish and

Islamic cultures accounted for the resort to the isnād: namely, the desire to invoke

authority.

According to Goldziher, the documented aversion to the writing of Prophetic

traditions reflected a much later debate within the Islamic community. For Goldziher,

the impact of this debate was largely theoretical, having little effect upon the practical

activities of scholars engaged in the field of preserving and codifying the Prophetic

traditions. Schoeler comments that in Judaism the issue was not debated. Thus

technically speaking, the prohibition against the writing down of the Torah never

needed to be revoked (p. 114). It is generally accepted that redactions of the

Mishnah were possibly based on the hypomnēmata of students and that its

‘publication’ (or promulgation) took place in an oral form with teaching methods
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being structured around this format. Despite the existence of such records, Schoeler’s

point is that the early collections of the Mishnah, although having been produced from

written sources, were not publications in the fixed sense of the word. The reasoning is

that the ‘taught material had grown to such proportions that publication in “book

form” could no longer be delayed’. He refers to the final redaction of the Talmud

appearing 500 CE or later.

Having looked at distinct patterns which accompanied the subtle shifts towards the

production of works of a more formal nature within Judaism, Schoeler turns his

attention to the issue of the development of Ḥadīth literature. In the background to

Schoeler’s treatment of the question is whether pre-classical muṣannaf works of the

second/eighth centuries existed in written form. One needs to bear in mind that Sezgin

had originally dismissed the notion that opposition to writing had ever existed,

although, as stated in the third article in this volume, Schoeler believes that Sezgin had

incorrectly reasoned that the identification of early written antecedents would

supposedly buttress arguments à propos the authenticity of the classical muṣannaf

works because they were effectively based on these antecedents. Schoeler’s view is

that within the Islamic tradition attitudes to the methods of achieving authenticity were

more complex. He is not implying that written sources were not ever utilised, as he

consistently refers to the use of lecture notes and records (hypomnēma), but rather that

opposition to their use remained deep-rooted, at least theoretically speaking.

Scholarship among traditionists in the Iraqi cities of Basra and Kufa is highlighted to

illustrate the aversion to the use of written texts. The case of the Basran traditionist and

theologian Saʿīd ibn Abī ʿArūba (d. 156/773) is viewed with particular significance as

he is credited in the awāʾil literature as being one of the earliest authors of a muṣannaf

work. Schoeler avers that in Basra and Kufa the oral promulgation of traditions

together with their memorisation was highly valued such that scholars like Saʿīd,

despite having written records (hypomnēmata), refrained from using them in public;

oral sources were viewed as being infinitely more reliable. The same is said of the

Basran Maʿmar ibn Rāshid (d. 154/770) who, when in Yemen where, according to

Schoeler, the opposition towards to the use of written materials was less pronounced,

made use of his books (hypomnēmata). Schoeler notes that with the emergence of the

capital Baghdad as the new centre of Ḥadīth studies, ‘recitation from memory was

gradually abandoned’ and the opposition to writing dissipated (p. 116).

The parallels between Judaism and Islam in terms of the standard opposition to

writing and the use of lecture notes and aides-mémoire were considered to be striking.

For Schoeler the key issue remains: why did Jewish and Muslim scholars insist

(at least in theory) on the transmission of knowledge by memory? The traditional

Islamic sources mention a number of factors in this regard: the fear that the Ḥadīth

might be confused with the word of God; the concern that it might distract from sacred
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scripture; the belief that the written word was essentially transient; and, the fear that

such materials could fall into the hands of those ‘unauthorised’ (lacking the required

learning to deal with the materials) (pp. 117–8). He remarks that classical Islamic

scholarship was able to reconcile the profusion of traditions which referred to

conflicting early attitudes towards the writing of traditions, expediently explaining

way any perceived contradiction inherent in these materials. More significantly,

Schoeler attempts to account for the general construct of opposition to writing down

traditions by referring to a theory initially expounded upon by Goldziher relating to

the ‘aspect of tendency’, which we shall turn to shortly. However, one needs to bear in

mind that Goldziher had argued that it was not possible to express even a tentative

view as to which parts of this large corpus of Ḥadīth represented the original core of

authentic material. Additionally, he insisted that it was difficult to determine which of

these aḥādīth ‘date back to the generations immediately following the Prophet’s

death’ and that ‘closer acquaintance with the vast stock of traditions induces sceptical

caution rather than optimistic trust regarding the material brought together in the

carefully compiled collections’. Thus the whole issue of opposition is viewed by him

as emanating from a much later stage in the study of traditions. Goldziher had

proposed several solutions to explain the hostility to writing, including the view that

pious believers were concerned that they ‘might unintentionally but still through their

own fault alter the original wording of a tradition’; of course, this view was

superseded as later on Goldziher associated the fabrication of most of the traditions

with a pious elite who were opposed to the Umayyads.32 One final explanation

Schoeler forwarded spoke of ‘the aspect of tendency’ (the suppression of traditions

inimical to one’s viewpoint): this in turn led to the view that the old legal raʾy schools

(advocates of personal opinion who were supposedly renowned for their pursuit of an

unfettered and rational exposition of the legal sources) believed that the existence of

written materials was a hindrance to the free development of the law and its

interpretation and that is why they objected to the codification of traditions; he

mentions that large numbers of jurists and judges were among the ranks of the early

opponents of a written tradition (p. 119).33 One problem with this view is that the

so-called ahl al-raʾy (proponents of personal opinion) is an ambiguous label in the

context of the early tradition; and, as Schoeler is highly aware, enumerated among

the ahl al-raʾy are scholars who were advocates of the codification of traditions.34

Furthermore, there is no proof that the existence of a corpus of written materials would

have impinged upon the so-called free development of the law in the manner

suggested by Goldziher. Indeed, all the evidence suggests that even the later muṣannaf

collections were arranged to present a stock of materials which were then subjected to

critical synthesis and interpretation in the context of being used to establish legal

paradigms and conventions. Whether such materials had been available orally or in

written format had little bearing on the manner in which they were interpreted. The
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processes associated with the analysis of traditions ultimately determined their applied

legal import, particularly as far as advocates of the so-called ahl al-raʾy are concerned.

Even if one considers the succeeding muṣannaf genre of writings such as the works of

Abū Dāwūd (d. 275/889), al-Tirmidhī (d. 279/892), al-Nasāʾī (d. 303/915) and al-

Dārimī (d. 255/869) the presentation of conflicting traditions within single sections of

chapters within these works shows that the authors in question were bringing together

sources for jurists to evaluate and reflect upon.35 Jurists could exercise discretion and

preference when weighing up the legal efficacy and bearing of traditions. Schoeler

then moves on to combine Goldziher’s observation regarding ‘the aspect of tendency’

with the idea in Judaism that the opposition to writing was developed on the basis that

the oral doctrine should not be ‘unified, definitive, and final’. This allowed the law to

be flexible and subject to modification and qualification (p. 120). He believes that the

Islamic reservation against writing was formulated with similar considerations in

mind. Again, the presumption that a written corpus of traditions had the potential to

impede the flexibility of the oral doctrine is not fully demonstrated by the facts.36 Even

if one were to accept the general thrust of Goldziher’s explanation, which Schoeler

claims ‘seems not to be unfounded’, why would it restrict the codification of traditions

whose legal import was negligible? Particularly those traditions which deal with

theological, ethical, and non-legal exegetical matters (p. 119)? One might also add to

this that elsewhere Schoeler propounds the view that oral teaching was considered a

trusty medium for the dissemination of knowledge; the point he seems to emphasise in

his hypothesis is that oral transmission was not fluid or even less accurate and reliable

than written modes of dissemination. So the issue is not so much determined by the

oral or written nature of the sources but rather by their applied interpretation.

Schoeler accepts that the use of written sources for private notes and records was

unaffected by this construct of opposition. Notwithstanding the existence of an

inherent opposition to the recording of aḥādīth, he asserts that in the Iraqi milieu and

Medina this hostile attitude was significantly accentuated by antagonism towards the

Umayyads and their efforts to codify the traditions. The move towards codification is

said to have commenced during the caliphate of ʿUmar II (reg. 99/717–101/720) as

biographical anecdotes ascribed to al-Zuhrī (d. 124/742) intimate that a general

aversion to the writing of tradition was in place around this time. According to

Schoeler, the Umayyads’ desire to codify traditions represents an attempt to impose a

more fixed and hence rigid corpus of law, and reflected an antagonism between Iraq

and Syria; it is subsequently assumed by Schoeler that the codification of the law

would have restricted flexibility and, to an extent, the ability to manipulate the

scriptural sources. Schoeler concludes that the debate ‘came into full swing only

around the turn of the first to the second century (720 AD) and lasted for several

decades’ and that it originated with traditions disapproving of the practice of writing

aḥādīth being circulated (p. 125). Identifying the Common Link (CL) in the asānīd of
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these traditions, Schoeler reasoned that most of these narrators were almost

exclusively from Basra, Kufa and Medina, adding that the emphasis upon the

transmission of aḥādīth from memory was one of the manifestations of the opposition

to the Umayyad efforts to codify the traditions.37 Iraqi cities are said to have hosted

individuals who excelled in this regard. Schoeler points to the possibility that outside

Syria, particularly in Basra, Kufa and Medina, people were reluctant to accept aḥādīth

‘codified and disseminated under Umayyad control’ (pp. 126–7).

Schoeler propounds the argument that people feared allowing religious and political

groupings, as well as scholars, to follow the Umayyad example of spreading their own

Ḥadīth collections, thereby providing rallying points for schismatic and sectarian

movements, on the basis that such acts would have irreparably destroyed the unity of

the new religious tradition (pp. 126–7). Even if one were to accept this explanation, it

presumes that the putative Umayyad collection of traditions was entirely sectarian in

its conception.38 Indeed, given the general thrust of the arguments propounded by

Schoeler, one would have expected the Umayyads to have been in favour of

maintaining a flexible oral tradition, rather than encouraging the codification of

Ḥadīth. Consequently, it is difficult to substantiate the argument that the desire to

retain flexibility was a key factor behind certain scholars’ wanting the Ḥadīth

preserved as an exclusively oral teaching; or that it was hostility against the Ummayad

project to codify the Prophetic traditions that accentuated this construct of

opposition.39 Ultimately, approaches to the interpretation of sources, be they oral or

written, govern the very nature of laws.

Schoeler states that the dissemination of aḥādīth advocating the written recording of

traditions took place mainly during the second century, proposing that the opposition

to the codification of traditions was ‘weaker in urban centres far removed from Syria

such as Mecca and Sanaa than in Iraq or Medina’, although opponents of writing

could be found in Mecca (p. 128). Schoeler does not believe that the proponents of

writing in the second century were simply supporters of the Umayyads, but rather that

they were reacting to the Iraqi and Medinese aversion to writing. The reasoning is that

advocates of writing were most probably pragmatists ‘who refused to take part in the

game of transmission from memory, either because they possessed a ṣaḥīfa, had a bad

memory, or for some other reason’ (p. 129). It is also argued that from the middle of

the second century AH, Iraqis were among their ranks. And, that gradually,

developments in the third/ninth century indicate that moves to put traditions into

written form were now set in motion.

It is worth mentioning at this juncture the extended article by Michael Cook on the

subject of hostility to the writing of tradition in early Islam.40 Schoeler acknowledges

in the addenda to his own article that they are in agreement on many points but that

Cook himself speaks of there being ‘substantial disagreements’. Cook argued that
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a Jewish origin lay at the heart of the Muslim tradition of orality (scripturalism)

and opposition to writing, observing that both Islam and Judaism shared the same

epistemological conception of an oral tradition which existed alongside written

scripture.41 His position was that hostility to writing was not restricted to Basra and

Kufa but had existed as a basic construct in all the major centres of learning including

Yemen, a point that Schoeler later conceded (p. 141).42 For Cook the prevalence of

scripturalism was a feature of the early second century. Schoeler’s attempt to identify

an Umayyad nexus in the debates regarding hostility to writing was challenged by

Cook, who objected that traditions which speak of the Umayyad desire to ‘shackle

knowledge’ were inauthentic and therefore using such dicta to develop arguments

about the history of opposition was flawed.43

Cook maintained that the concept of an oral tradition was effectively borrowed by

Muslims from Judaism and that the concomitant debates which ensued in the Judaic

tradition were likewise imported into the Islamic tradition. He argues that a clue to this

was the fact that the aḥādīth on the subject often connected Jews with the writing

down of ‘oral teachings’: that the aḥādīth record that they were rebuked on the basis

that the practice of writing down traditions deflected attention from the uniquely

revealed text; and that this was something Muslims were encouraged to avoid.44 Cook

concluded that the similarities between Judaism and Islam are not trivial and that the

distinction between Scripture and Tradition made by both religions was likewise

common (the epistemological ranking of the components of an authoritative heritage).

The hostility to the writing of an oral tradition is shared, although it was eventually

surmounted in Judaism. Cook subscribes to the view that in Islam the opposition was

overcome because of the sheer volume of the Ḥadīth materials which confronted

Muslims; this supposedly compelled them to relinquish any opposition they harboured

regarding the use of written sources.45 However, it seems more likely that within the

Islamic tradition the altogether vague nature of opposition to the recording of

traditions meant that such hostility was easily circumvented and within a shorter space

of time, as it is evident that the recording of traditions was a widespread practice. One

might mention in this respect the statement of the Andalusian scholar al-Rāmahurmuzī

(d. 360/970–1) who reports that some scholars of traditions permitted the writing

down of aḥādīth on condition that they be erased once the materials contained in them

were memorised; this was identified as representing a third approach (madhhab) as far

as attitudes to writing down traditions were concerned.46 In related disciplines of

learning such as Arabic linguistic thought, scholars were already reviewing the

materials in aḥādīth and subjecting them to various forms of lexical paraphrase and

grammatical analysis. The codification of such materials would have logically

preceded such processes.47 Within these early periods opposition to the codification of

traditions was becoming academic in the loose sense of the word. One parallel that can

be mentioned in this respect is the subject of the interpretation of Qur’anic ayas which
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were designated as being mutashābihāt (‘parabolic’/‘ambiguous’). Classical exegetes

had supposedly spoken of a quasi consensus concerning the need to refrain from the

exegesis of such ayas; nevertheless, this apparent opposition seldom resulted in

exegetes refraining from proffering opinions regarding the import of ayas designated

as being mutashābih. This realisation led both Harris Birkeland and Nabia Abbott to

argue that any opposition to the exegesis of mutashābihāt ayas reflected a much later

development.48 One could draw on this explanation to argue that despite there being

theoretically documented opposition to the writing down of traditions, it did not

restrict the activity.

Finally, Schoeler moves on to analyse a number of the asānīd which occur within the

context of this article. These include aḥādīth which either refer to the hostility to

writing or indeed those which approve of the practice of codifying traditions. He

concludes that hostility to the written recording of traditions was unlikely to have been

articulated by the Prophet and that it cannot be ruled out that the prohibition was

already pronounced in the first/seventh century by some Medinese companions,

although one hastens to add that the issue of why these individuals were prompted to

take a hostile stance remains unresolved. Additionally, Schoeler recognises that the

prohibition against writing was disseminated during the period of the first generation

of Successors and that this occurred in Basra and Kufa. He adds that ‘during the

second generation of Successors (second quarter of the second/eighth century) in

Medina, it was projected backwards to the Prophet’ (p. 137). Schoeler then attempts to

trace the historical trajectories of the discussions on the subject of the prohibition and

approval of writing Prophetic traditions (p. 140). He postulates that Successors

credited Companions with aḥādīth probably in reaction to the predominant

(theoretical) consensus not to write down traditions. This is presumed to have

occurred in the first quarter of the second/eighth century in Mecca and Yemen. He

also posits that in the same period there were other Successors who credited

Companions with views against writing traditions in Basra, Kufa and Mecca. This was

in reaction to the growing practice of writing down traditions, although it was also

driven by the wish to counter Umayyad efforts to codify them. Thus, according to the

general thrust of Schoeler’s arguments, the whole debate was a later development, set

against the context of an acute mistrust of writing; the Umayyads’ project to codify

traditions would have supposedly reinforced this mistrust. In an earlier article

Schoeler had spoken of this dislike being rooted in the Qur’an (p. 83, p. 85). However,

within this later hypothesis the desired flexibility provided by an oral body of law

consequentially resulted in there being an overall opposition to writing.

The last chapter in this volume returns to an issue briefly touched upon in an earlier

article: namely, the issue of who is the author of the Kitāb al-ʿayn, the first and oldest

dictionary of Arabic.49 Within the classical Arabic linguistic tradition, authorship of

the work was disputed, although it was generally acknowledged that the work was
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linked with the Basran luminary al-Khalīl ibn Aḥmad (d. 160/777 or 175/791). The

lexicon employs a highly sophisticated arrangement of its lemmata based on a system

of phonetic permutations (al-taqlībāt al-ṣawtiyya).50 The introduction to the Kitāb

al-ʿayn speaks of the wish to devise a system of entries which would encompass the

entire language of the Arabs. Ibn al-Nadīm (d. 380/990) reports that the lexicographer

Ibn Durayd (d. 321/933) spoke of the appearance of this lexicon in Basra around 248/

862.51 It is reported that none of al-Khalīl’s peers mentions the work, nor had they

transmitted its contents. Included among his peers were al-Naḍr ibn Shumayal

(d. 203/819), al-Aṣmaʿī and Yūnus ibn Ḥabīb (d. 183/799–800). Later generations of

Basrans had reservations about the attempts to link al-Khalīl with the book. These

included Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī (d. 255/870), Ibn Durayd, al-Azharī (d. 370/980), Ibn

Jinnī (d. 392/1002), Abū ʿAlī al-Qālī (d. 356/967) and al-Zubaydī (d. 379/989).

However, there existed a general consensus within the tradition that al-Khalīl probably

devised the general theoretical framework for the lexicon, but that it was ultimately

completed and supplemented by his student al-Layth ibn Muẓaffar (d. 200/815–16),

although mention is also made of errors in the text for which this latter figure was held

responsible.

Schoeler reviews a number of academic studies of the Kitāb al-ʿayn. The first of these

was the 1926 work of Erich Bräunlich, who accepted that while al-Khalīl merited

being called the intellectual creator of the work and the architect of its astute

arrangement, it was al-Layth ibn Muẓaffar who actually completed and redacted the

work (p. 143). Basing his conclusions on the complete manuscript of the text in

Berlin, Stefan Wild confirmed many of the findings of Bräunlich, including the view

that that al-Layth ibn Muẓaffar played a prominent role in the text’s composition.

Arab academics such as ʿAbd Allāh Darwīsh, Mahdī al-Makhzūmī and Ibrāhīm al-

Samarrāʾī, having worked on editions of the text, had espoused the view that the entire

work along with its innovative system of entries was the conception of al-Khalīl and

that al-Layth’s role had been that of a transmitter, despite the fact that the classical

biographical tradition had cast doubts on al-Khalīl’s association with the text (p. 144).

Schoeler also looked at the work of the Polish Arabist Janusz Danecki, who was of the

view that al-Khalīl was neither the intellectual inspiration behind this work nor was he

its author. Danecki noted that in the earliest extant work of Arabic grammar

(Sībawayhi’s Kitāb), which has a section devoted to phonetics, al-Khalīl’s views are

hardly mentioned; yet, in comparison the Kitāb al-ʿayn is replete with superior

phonetic constructs which al-Khalīl is supposed to have devised. Had Sībawayhi been

aware of these advanced concepts, he would have referred to them in his Kitāb,

particularly as Sībawayhi mentions al-Khalīl’s grammatical opinions on numerous

occasions.52

Danecki was of the view that the citations from al-Khalīl in the Kitāb al-ʿayn were

forged by al-Layth and that the indigenous tradition was clearly aware of the
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controversy for it refused to acknowledge the Baṣran al-Khalīl as the text’s author.

The late Rafael Talmon reviewed these issues in depth in a work which analysed the

grammatical teachings of the Kitāb al-ʿayn.53 Schoeler confirms that Talmon’s

findings were largely consistent with those of Bräunlich and Wild; namely, that the

inspiration behind the work’s general theoretical framework was al-Khalīl; and that he

evidently collaborated with the text’s redactor, al-Layth, in the composition of entries,

while also coming up with its unique systematic arrangement. Talmon observed that

the general biographical information specific to al-Khalīl was actually derived from

materials cited in the text of the Kitāb al-ʿayn. He also demonstrated that the

numerous grammatical teachings ascribed to al-Khalīl in Sībawayhi’s Kitāb could be

readily traced to the Kitāb al-ʿayn, confirming that large parts of the dictionary

reflected al-Khalīl’s grammatical teachings. Schoeler identifies a number of

shortcomings in Talmon’s study. Firstly, he failed to address the issue of why the

indigenous linguistic tradition refused to acknowledge al-Khalīl’s authorship of this

work. Schoeler reasoned that a close reading of the text would surely have revealed to

these scholars the respective contributions made by al-Khalīl and al-Layth. Secondly,

Schoeler mentioned Bräunlich’s observation that al-Khalīl is never referred to in the

early Arabic linguistic tradition as a scholar of lexicography, noting that Talmon did

not address this concern; and thirdly, nor has Talmon explained why Sībawayhi failed

to quote his mentor in the Kitāb on phonetic issues.

The hypothesis developed by Schoeler in the separate articles regarding the distinction

between fixed compilations (syngrammata) and lecture or private notes (hypomnē-

mata), together with his own findings on the nature of the transmission of knowledge

in the early tradition, is invoked to resolve the issue of who was the text’s true author.

He employs the same hypothesis to unravel the mystery as to why a number of al-

Khalīl’s peers doubted not only his association with the text, but also his pre-eminence

as a lexicographer and philologist (p. 144). Schoeler concluded that ‘al-Khalīl had

begun to write a proper book for readers, more particularly for dictionary users’, a fact

supposedly unheard of in his time (p. 151). Scholars before Khalīl’s time used ‘to

transmit their knowledge in the form of lectures or discussions with their students in

majālis (sessions) and ḥalaqāt (scholarly circles)’ (p. 151). Lecturers used written

notes as mnemonic aids and their students often took written notes. Works written

during this period, particularly the muṣannaf type works, were intended for

presentation within the framework of the lecture system: ‘they lacked an independent

literary life’ (p. 150). Materials from these works were cited in later works; and some

were even preserved through later transmissions and revisions. They were then

transmitted in writing by way of manuscript (p. 152). It was the case that later

transmitters made additions to al-Layth’s redaction of the Kitāb al-ʿayn, ‘a customary

practice in the Islamic transmission system’. But the point accentuated by Schoeler

is that these works were hypomnēmata in terms of their original format and
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distinguished from the type of syngrammata texts of the later period such as

Sībawayhi’s Kitāb. With this in mind, the paucity of references to the philological

thoughts of al-Khalīl in the works of individuals such as al-Aṣmaʿī, Abū Zayd

al-Anṣārī, Ibn Qutayba, Abū ʿUbayda and Abū ʿAmr al-Shaybānī is interpreted by

Schoeler as proof that this figure did not hold any lectures on the materials of the

Kitāb al-ʿayn. His contention is that the work was not transmitted through the

conventional system of lecture courses, but it was taught to a single student, al-Layth,

before being transmitted in writing by way of manuscript (p. 152). Hence, early

scholarship was not aware of al-Khalīl’s enterprise in the field of philology. He had

begun to write the text, but his students were unaware of the lexical issues that he had

thus far reviewed. Due to the text being transmitted well after the death of its architect,

even Sībawayhi was apparently unaware of its contents.

One would have to object that it does seem altogether strange that al-Khalīl should

have elected to keep the contents of the work and the innovative phonetic ideas

associated with it to himself and al-Layth. The idea that his general philological

thoughts were never shared with figures such as Sībawayhi and al-Aṣmaʿī remains

quite astonishing. Biographical literature does suggest that al-Khalīl, like his linguistic

peers, spent time in the Bedouin regions acquiring philological and dialectal data; his

fellow linguists were undoubtedly aware of his interest in such subjects as they sat

with him in the various ḥalaqāt.54 It is inconceivable that creative phonetic ideas

and lexicographical interests were not discussed with his peers.55 Thus, scholarly

exchanges on dialectal and requisite phonetic issues must have taken place,

particularly if al-Khalīl was pondering composing the Kitāb al-ʿayn. An alternative

reason for the Basrans’ supposedly eschewing the philological musings of al-Khalīl, if

indeed this was the case, must be sought.

It should be stated here that while Schoeler has confirmed as well as qualified the

findings of Bräunlich, Wild and Talmon and dismissed the arguments propounded by

Danecki, it is through his own hypothesis of the distinguishing features of the

transmission and dissemination of knowledge in the early Islamic tradition that this

critical appraisal has been achieved. He suggests that the modern Arab editors of the

Kitāb al-ʿayn ‘were not sufficiently familiar both with the characteristic features of

the Arabo-Islamic transmission through lecture courses and with modern European

source-critical methods’ and that they did not ‘fully recognise the difference between

“intellectual creator” on the one hand and “author” or “redactor” on the other’

(p. 162).56 This statement does appear to be a little striking but Schoeler explains that

they were ‘overwhelmed by the sheer genius of al-Khalīl’s design, they wrongly

concluded that the work shaped according to this design, “a landmark not only in

Arabic lexicography, but in the history of lexicography”, must have been written in its

entirety by al-Khalīl’ (p. 162). As far as the classical linguistic tradition is concerned

the doubts raised among luminaries about the ascription of the whole of the text to
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al-Khalīl appear to have been well-founded; medieval scholars too mostly accepted

that the conceptual framework of the work was devised by al-Khalīl, distinguishing

it from the editorial enterprise and redactional endeavours of al-Layth. It is also

interesting to note that even those individuals who criticised the Kitāb al-ʿayn,

questioning its ascription to al-Khalīl, went on to compose commentaries on the text.

This is true of al-Zubaydī and Abū ʿAlī al-Qālī: the former was the author of an

abridgement of the work (Mukhtaṣar Kitāb al-ʿayn); while the latter composed the

Kitāb al-bāriʿ, an exposition of the text.57 It is with this study of the Kitāb al-ʿayn

that this book concludes. Schoeler argues that he has successfully explained and

demonstrated why early and classical scholarship entertained such doubts about the

authorship and contents of the work. In his final judgement al-Khalīl was not the

author (compiler or redactor) of the extant Kitāb al-ʿayn; but he also adds that it is

evident that he was the book’s ‘intellectual creator and large parts of the work are

based on his teachings’ (p. 162). He takes the position that al-Khalīl actually began

the lexicon and that written fragments by the Basran exist in the introduction and

the main body of the extant work. Finally, Schoeler confirms that it was al-Layth

who ‘executed, redacted, and finished the Kitāb al-ʿayn’, although subsequent

additions were ventured. He therefore, must be regarded as the text’s author, adding

that in the history of the Arabo-Islamic sciences it is Sībawayhi’s Kitāb which has

the honour of being the tradition’s first book in the fixed (syngramma) sense of

the term.

Schoeler’s work together with the theories upon which it is based clearly makes a

unique contribution to modern scholarship’s attempts to appreciate the intricate

processes which played an important role in the dissemination of learning in the

Islamic tradition and the emergence of early Arabic literature. The collective

publication and translation of Schoeler’s research must therefore be welcomed.

Moreover, the hypothesis he has proposed concerning the distinction between lecture

notes or aides-mémoire (hypomnēmata) and fixed texts (syngrammata) will help

scholarship broach certain aspects of the issue of authenticity as far as the authorship

and subsequent transmission of literature is concerned. Those of a sceptical persuasion

will probably be more concerned with the subjective content of the early sources and

their effective design. Nevertheless, James Montgomery is seemingly justified when

he states that Schoeler has offered a hypothesis ‘which best accounts for all the

available evidence’. Scholars and individuals engaged in researching the early Islamic

sciences and the dissemination of literature and ideas will have to take into account the

broad conclusions offered by Schoeler’s work; this is sufficient testimony to his

academic achievement.58
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§

Sufism and Theology. Edited by Ayman Shihadeh. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University

Press, 2007. Pp. 256. £50.00.

In a well-known ḥadīth, the angel Gabriel asks the Prophet about the three key

dimensions of Islam. The first two relate to the pillars of ritual practice and core

doctrines. In response to the third question, about iḥsān, the Prophet describes it as

worshipping God as if you see Him, and if you do not see Him, then, the Prophet

declares, know that He sees you. From this third dimension (the spiritual domain

which exists even if unseen), Ṣūfism emerged as an integral part of the religious

heritage of Islam. Ṣūfism is, as the ḥadīth suggests, primarily about the believer’s

relationship with God beyond official duties and beliefs. Thus, God, even if wholly

unlike His creation, is somehow present to it and intimately engaged with it, even if

mysteriously so. This idea, however, raises a number of theological challenges,

underscoring the fact that the theological project in Islam is not limited to definitions

about the nature and qualities of the transcendent God but also includes the need

to account systematically for His relationship with existence, especially human

existence.

Sufism and Theology draws attention to this overlooked but very important aspect of

theological reflection in Islam as played out in diverse ways over the centuries. It is

common to think about theology in Islam simply as kalām (dialectic theology)

whereby the representatives of Islam’s various sects defend their creedal definitions.

However, Ṣūfism demands reflection that goes beyond apologetics to what could be

called systematic theology, religious reflection on ‘the whole’, i.e. God and existence.

This collection of articles very helpfully illustrates how Ṣūfism is actually part and

parcel of the theological spectrum of Islam, and that at a time when, in contrast to

earlier Orientalist assumptions, we now better understand how integrally related it is

to Sharīʿa as well.
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